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If you have read my previous BUZZ magazine (February 2022 issue), you 
may have guessed that the theme for this year’s BUZZ magazines is… 
feelings! What better way to talk about our feelings, than to discuss about 
the events which made us feel that way? 

For this issue, we will be talking about our fears and anxieties triggered by 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Do you remember when COVID-19 first started in 
2020? In April that year, Tinkle Friend ran a special COVID-19 issue of BUZZ 
magazine to share some tips on how to cope with the uncertainties caused 
by the virus.

Two years on, Singapore has relaxed most of our Safe Management 
Measures and we are now starting to return to our normal lives before 
COVID-19 happened. Our fight against COVID-19 can teach us many 
valuable lessons on how we can overcome difficult moments!
  
My four friends, Gary, Gladys, Jay and Maya, would also be sharing on 
what they did to cope with the changes during the pandemic. As you read 
their responses, think about how their strengths and weaknesses in their 
character profiles could have affected their responses. You can find their 
character profiles in the previous BUZZ magazines:
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Hmm… I have 
mixed feelings… 

When something happens, we may feel good and feel bad about it at the same time. It is 
normal to experience mixed feelings about a situation. 

Do you know why you are feeling that way? What is it about the situation that made you feel 
that way? As you make it a habit to always ask yourself these questions, you may grow to 
become more aware of your feelings and be better able to manage them!

How does the current COVID-19 situation make you feel? Circle those emojis that you relate to, 
and draw more emojis that reflect how you feel about the current COVID-19 situation. Then 
write down what is it that made you feel that way.

I feel happy because I can hold a birthday celebration 
with all my friends and family members!

I feel                                                            

because                                                     

                                                                  .

I feel                                                            

because                                                     

                                                                  .

I feel                                                            

because                                                     

                                                                  .

I feel                                                            

because                                                     

                                                                  .

I feel anxious because we no longer have 
to wear masks outdoors and I fear that I 
may end up catching the virus.

He
llo 

eve
ryone!
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Video Call

When the virus first hit Singapore, we were advised 

to stay at home and only go out when necessary. 

Many shops were closed and some people panicked 

and bought a lot of daily necessities! Many offices 

were closed and many adults worked from home. 

Likewise, instead of going to schools, students 

attended lessons through HBL from home. Everyone 

was required to wear masks, and contact tracing 

became a key part of our daily lives. 

April 2020: Circuit Breaker and 

full Home-Based Learning (HBL)  

Parents were encouraged to get their children 

vaccinated to increase the level of protection 

for the younger population. For those of you 

who braved the pain of the injection and rode 

out the side effects of the jab – well done! 

Vaccination protects the whole community and 

we can all do our part to keep everyone safe.   

December 2021: Vaccination 

starts for children aged 5 to 11

We Are all in this together 
Everyone in the world is affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. As a 
reflection, let us revisit some of the major pandemic- related milestones 
that we all went through together as a community!

Also, think back about what other COVID-19 related events have 
affected you during this time and write them down in the boxes below.
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A milder and more infectious type of COVID-19 

virus, named the Omicron variant, started 

spreading in Singapore very quickly. Many children 

and their family members tested positive for 

COVID-19. Thankfully, the majority of people in 

Singapore were already fully vaccinated by then, 

and many could recover at home as their 

symptoms were mild.

March 2022: More than 1 million 

(1,000,000) cases of COVID-19 

recorded in Singapore  

We can at most guess how the future may look 

like but no one can be certain how the situation 

will turn out. Will we be able to go back to our lives 

before COVID-19? Well, no one knows for sure and 

some things are simply beyond our control. But what we can control is how we feel and 
respond to the challenges in our lives, and we can 

seek help for ourselves when we need it!

The uncertain future ahead 

There are fewer restrictions and we are starting to 

resume many activities. For example, we can 

gather in larger groups, and it is now optional to 

wear a mask when we are outdoors.  

April 2022: Easing of Safe 

Management Measures 
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I’m scared… 
Feeling scared is a natural 
response when we think that we 
are in danger. 

Fear can help us to escape from 
dangerous situations and stay safe!

Imagine that you are in the situation 
below: 

The fear would tell you, “RUN! YOU ARE IN DANGER OF 
BEING KNOCKED DOWN BY THE CAR!”. The fear would 
produce changes in your body that help you to run 
faster to avoid the speeding car.

This fear motivates us to protect ourselves and our 
loved ones through taking actions like practising 
good personal hygiene and being brave to take 
the vaccination jab. 

Similarly, it is normal to feel scared about the COVID-19 
situation. We may be scared about…

Ourselves or our 
loved ones catching 
the COVID-19 virus

Having to be 
quarantined    

Pain and side 
effects from the 
vaccination jab

Ho
nk! Honk!

COVID-19
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How does fear look like 
in your body and mind?

Take a look at the body map below for some examples of common 
sensations and thoughts that we may experience when we are feeling 
scared. Do take note that everyone experiences their feelings differently 
and may not have the same body changes or thoughts. 

Feel free to draw in or write in more points if fear affects you differently. You 
can also colour this page with the colours that you think represent fear! 

sweating more
feeling cold
having goosebumps

•
•
• faster heart beats

faster breathing
•
•

shivering•

butterflies in the 
stomach 
feeling like vomiting 

•

•

I am in danger, I am not 
safe. I need to get out of 
this situation.
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What can you do to 
control your fear? 

It is important to learn ways to control our feelings, so that our 
feelings do not get too strong to the extent that they control us and 
make us unable to carry on with our daily activities. 

Let’s hear from you now! What do you think you can do when you feel scared? 
Draw your face in the circle below and write down how you would control your fear. 

I will remind myself that tough times don’t last, and that this too 
shall pass! I am confident that I will be able to get through this 
difficult moment that is temporary, and that things will improve 
in the future. 

I will usually do something that I enjoy, as that helps to distract me 
from thinking about the scary thing. I will ask my family members 
to play my favourite board games with me, or I will try to solve 
crossword puzzles if I’m alone.

I will tell myself to calm down and think back on what had 
happened that made me feel afraid. Then I will change my 
routine to avoid those things that made me scared. For 
example, I will avoid watching scary shows on TV at night 
when I am alone.

I confide in my close friends and my parents, and I usually feel 
better after sharing about my feelings. Some of them even gave 
me good advice on what I should do! My BFF said that I can try to 
take deep breaths and think of happy things as that helped her 
to feel less scared.
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I’m worried...
Feeling anxious is a natural response 
when we are concerned about the 
future.

Anxiety can remind us to make plans for 
the future and deal with possible 
consequences! 

Imagine that you are in the situation 
below: 

The anxiety would tell you, “What if it rains 
during your swimming class and you are 
unable to swim? Maybe you should 
prepare something to do in case it really 
rains.” In this way, the anxiety that you feel 
may urge you to bring a game or a book 
to the swimming pool to occupy your time 
if you cannot proceed with the class. 

Similarly, it is normal to feel anxious 
about the COVID-19 situation. We may be 
worried about…

This anxiety motivates us to consider the future 
and better prepare ourselves for it, through ways 
like coming up with a backup plan to overcome the 
possible difficulties. 

If there will be 
another wave of 
infections 

Not being able to learn 
well during Home-Based 

Learning (HBL) 

Being isolated 
from your friends 
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Lorem ipsum

The body map below shows some common body changes and thoughts 
that we may have when we are worried. As everyone experiences their 
feelings differently, do feel free to draw in or write in more points if anxiety 
affects you differently! Also, fill this page with colours that you think 
represent anxiety.

How does anxiety look like 
in your body and mind? 

easily distracted
getting angry more easily
headache

•
•
•

having difficulty 
breathing properly

•

stomachache•

pulling your hair
washing your hands 
excessively  

•
•

fidgeting
shaking your 
legs

•
•

frowning•

What if bad things happen 
in the future? I am not 
prepared for the bad 
things that may happen.
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What can you do to 
control your anxiety?

While some anxiety can be helpful, too much of it can make us overworry 
and not get anything done! We can learn to control our anxiety when we 
find that our anxiety levels are too high and unhealthy. 

I will take action to prepare myself for the future. I think about how 
things might turn out and I come up with a plan on how I would adapt 
to the possible outcomes. Afterall, it is no use worrying but not doing 
anything about it!

When I find myself worrying too much, I will challenge my negative 
thoughts. I  ask myself how likely will the bad situation happen in real life. 
Many a times, I find that it is quite unlikely that what I am worried about 
will really come true, and that helps me to stop worrying.

I will help myself to feel more confident by remembering the times 
when I have successfully dealt with change! I have trust in myself that 
no matter what happens in the future, I will be able to adapt to it. If I 
need more help, I can always get help from my parents, teachers and 
friends. 

I will try to relax my body and mind by practising mindfulness! Every 
night before bed, I spend 10 minutes not thinking about anything at all. 
To help me to relax, I pay attention to my breathing, my body 
sensations, and my five senses (sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing). 

What about you? What do you think you can do when you feel worried? Draw your 
face in the circle below and write down how you would control anxiety. 
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I’m proud of my resilience! 
As we look back on Singapore’s COVID-19 journey, we can find that we 
have all gone through a lot of changes in the past two years. Even 
though some of us may be unhappy with or find these changes 
inconvenient at the start, we have shown resilience in adapting to and 
making the most out of the situation! 

What are some strengths that you have displayed in dealing with 
COVID-19? Take some time to appreciate your efforts and the ways 
that you have grown, as that will help you to feel more confident in 
coping with future changes in your life!

Word Book

I am proud of myself for                                                 

                                                                                         

                                                                                         .

I am proud of myself for                                                 

                                                                                         

                                                                                         .

I am proud of myself for                                                 

                                                                                         

                                                                                         .

resilience
the ability to recover 
from difficult moments 
or adapt to change

I am proud of myself for 
learning how to use 
technology, which enabled 
me to continue learning 
from home during full 
Home-Based Learning 
(HBL).

I am proud of myself for being 
understanding and making some 
sacrifices by following the safety 
measures that keep everyone safe.

I am proud of myself for adapting quickly to the changes and finding other 
ways to have fun! I learnt how to bake cookies and cakes with my family 
and staying connected with my friends online. 

I am proud of myself for my 
discipline in carrying on with 
my tasks even though my 
routine was disrupted.
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ASK TINKLE FRIEND
In this segment, Tinkle Friend will answer questions that are commonly 
asked by children in Singapore. Some of you might have similar 
questions and we hope that it will be answered in this segment!

Recently, I cannot sleep at night because I have so many 
fears and worries. I am scared that I will catch COVID-19 
and have to miss school. And I am worried that I will not 
do well in my PSLE as a result. 

It may be helpful to take some concrete action to ease your fears 
and worries. Continue to practise good hygiene and take good 
care of your body by eating well and resting sufficiently. Keep up 
your regular revision as that will help you to feel more confident 
in your studies. If you feel that you need more help, do talk to 
someone you trust about how you feel.

When will the COVID-19 pandemic end? I really 
want to go back to my normal life before COVID-19 
without the masks, safe distancing, and resume 
our family vacations and school trips…

I’m sure we all miss how life was like before the COVID-19 
restrictions, especially the freedom that we had. However, no 
one can be sure of how the pandemic will turn out, and we 
have no control over how the virus will evolve. Let’s take things 
one step at a time and make the most of our days - you can still 
have fun in other ways! 
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and 
results
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(Closed on weekends and public holidays) (Closed on weekends and public holidays)

www.tinklefriend.sg
Helpline Online Chat

Need to talk to someone?
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2.30pm to 7.00pm

Friday
2.30pm to 5.00pm

In the next issue, we will be exploring...


